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Overview
‣ The RFJ 
‣ Psychometrics
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the RFJ001
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The RFJ001

1. Some scientists think that violent TV shows are bad for children. Others 
think some violent TV shows are okay. Which group of scientists do you 
think is right? 

2. How would you decide which group of scientists was right? 
3. If you were one of the scientists who thought violent TV was bad for 

children, what could you do to convince the other group of scientists that 
you were right? 

4. If you were one of the scientists who thought violent TV was okay for 
children, what could you do to convince the other group of scientists that 
you were right? 

5. How is it possible that the two groups of scientists have such different 
ideas? 

6. Is it possible to know for sure if violent television is bad for children?
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Low-inference rubrics
‣ Rubrics present a series of specific ways in which 

students might understand a particular construct 
‣ Each selection corresponds to a Lectical phase 
‣ In the RFJ001, rubrics focus on aspects of inquiry, 

evidence, truth, knowledge, reasoning, and conflict 
‣ There are 5-8 rubrics per question (1–3 are generally 

used) 
‣ Each question receives an average score based on 

rubric selections
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Rubric example
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Phase In order to make a decision, you should…

8d think (think hard) or ask parents (teachers, etc.). 

9a think about what you have learned from your parents (or in school), or think about what has happened 
to you (or someone you know). 

9b think about your own opinion (or what you like, think, believe, have seen) or the opinions of others. 

9c use your thinking skills or trust your thoughts, find reasons, think about why people think or feel the 
way they do, or think about the facts. 

9d think about what makes sense, possible outcomes (consequences), or what you already know from 
life experience. 

10a analyze the evidence you have collected, understand the reasoning behind a claim, use common 
sense or logic, or understand (get) both perspectives. 

10b make an educated guess or a rough estimate; think about your own values; put yourself in the other 
person's shoes, compare perspectives or evidence, or look for relationships between [2 variables]. 

10c look for conflicting evidence, consider similarities and differences or the pros and cons of each 
position, or avoid personal bias. 

10d try to remain impartial or objective, consider multiple factors (as causes), weigh the results, or look at 
the big picture. 
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Psychometrics
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Sample by grade
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4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total

788 754 945 892 105 51 43 37 139 3754

Some of this sample was collected as part of: Catalyzing comprehension through 
discussion and debate: IES grant number R305F100026



Stats—partial credit analysis
‣ 3754 persons who took the RFJ001 and received at least 

3 item scores (out of 6) 
‣ Raw score to measure correlation = .94 (variance 

explained by measures = 76.2%, approx.) 
‣ Rasch person separation reliability (reproducibility of relative 

measure location) = .91 (estimated Alpha = .94, assuming 
complete data) 
‣ Item separation reliability = .98 
‣ Underfitting persons infit = 4.6% (173) 
‣ Confidence intervals around person estimates: Mean = 6.0 

(2 SE = 12.0) / roughly equivalent to 3/4 phase on average
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Ideal: theoretical average scores of persons 
responding in each category
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Real: actual average measures for persons 
responding in each category.
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Modeled: where in the category ordering is a 
person-measure likely to be located?
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Discussion
‣ Is question by question analysis adequate for test 

validation purposes? 
‣ Are there existing approaches to evaluating measure-

calibrated rubrics? 
‣ What can psychometrics as a field contribute to the 

development of a taxonomy of learning?
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